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Abstract

Abstract. This paper considers a housing market with price restrictions. On such market,
price equilibrium may be excluded for certain preference profiles. However, the existence of
a unique minimal rationing price equilibrium has previously been established on a general
preference domain that contains “almost all” preference profiles. This type of equilibrium
has been demonstrated to be an important ingredient in a direct and strategy-proof allocation
mechanism for housing markets with price restrictions. The main contribution of this paper
is to provide a finite ascending price sequence that terminates to a minimal rationing price
equilibrium. This sequence is demonstrated to play a key-role in an Iterative English Auction
Rule for housing markets with price restrictions.

JEL Classification: C78; D44; D45.

Keywords: Rationing Price Equilibrium; (Extended) English Price Sequences; Iterative En-
glish Auction Rule.

1 Introduction

This paper considers the problem of allocating a finite set of indivisible items, called houses, to
a finite set of agents in the absence of property rights and when monetary transfers are feasible
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but bounded from below and above by exogenously given price restrictions. One example of
such a market is a housing market with a legislated rent control, i.e., a market where rents are
bounded to belong to an exogenously given set that specifies the rent ceilings as well as the
minimal acceptable rent for the landlord. Another example is a labor market with legislated
minimum wages where wages are bounded to belong to an exogenously given set that specifies
the minimum wages as well as the employers maximum willingness to pay for the service of the
workers. This class of problems has recently been considered by, e.g., Andersson and Svensson
(2014, 2016), Herings (2015), Talman and Yang (2008), and Zhu and Zhang (2011).

Because price restrictions exclude price equilibrium for certain preference profiles, the con-
cept of a Rationing Price Equilibrium (RPE, henceforth) is adopted. Such equilibrium always
exists and Andersson and Svensson (2014) demonstrated that there exists a minimal RPE price
vector for each preference profile in a general preference domain that contains all rational prefer-
ence profiles satisfying a monotonicity and a continuity assumption. Moreover, a minimal RPE
price vector is unique for each profile on a restricted preference domain that, in a mathematical
meaning, contains “almost all” preference profiles.1 Andersson and Svensson (2014) used this
unique vector to define a strategy-proof allocation rule. However, their strategy-proof rule is a
direct mechanism, and a dynamic rule that converges to a minimal RPE price vector is lacking
in the literature.2

It is important to identify a dynamic rule also for the house allocation problem with price
restrictions since dynamic rules often are preferred to their direct counterparts (see, e.g., Cram-
ton, 1998; Engelberecht-Wiggans and Kahn, 1991). One reason for this is that dynamic rules not
necessarily require full preference revelation. If, for example, a number of heterogenous items
are being allocated using a direct mechanism, agents’ always have to reveal all information about
their demand for all admissible prices. If, on the other hand, a dynamic mechanism is adopted,
full demand revelation will only prevail in an extreme case while agents’, in most cases, only
have to reveal partial information about their demand at some specific prices (see Section 3 for
an example). Another reason is that dynamic rules are typically more transparent than their direct
counterparts and it is therefore more likely that agents’ play weakly dominant strategies (if such
strategies exists) under a dynamic mechanism than under a direct mechanism. This has been ob-
served in laboratory experiments (see, e.g., Harstad, 2000; Kagel and Levin, 1993; Kagel et al.,
1987) and it has been discussed in the theoretical literature (see, e.g., Ausubel, 2004; Li, 2016).

The main part of this paper is devoted to defining and analyzing a sequence of increasing
prices, called an English Price Sequence (EPS, henceforth). An EPS is finite and the end point

1More specifically, Andersson and Svensson (2016) provide a measure on subsets of preference profiles in the
general preference domain, and prove that the subset of profiles that are excluded from the general domain has
measure zero.

2Note that there exists dynamic rules for housing markets with price restrictions (Herings, 2015; Talman and
Yang, 2008; Zhu and Zhang, 2011) but none of them generally converge to an RPE and none of them have been
demonstrated to be satisfy any good incentive properties (not even in their direct versions, in contrast to the direct
mechanism of Andersson and Svensson, 2014, 2016).
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price vector of an EPS can always be chosen to be an RPE price vector. To make sure that the
EPS always converges to an RPE price vector, each price vector in the increasing price sequence
is supported by a “temporary state”. These states may contain non-feasible assignments of the
houses, but are useful for obtaining a rigorous definition of excess demand in form of over-
demanded sets. To move from one price vector to the next in the EPS, all prices in over-demanded
sets, and only those, are increased. In the end, an RPE price vector can be obtained. Note also that
that an EPS is well-defined for all preference profiles in a general preference domain, but there
may be several price paths consistent with the sequence, and all price paths need not necessarily
converge to the same RPE price vector (see Example 4). On the other hand, if the domain
restriction adopted by Andersson and Svensson (2014, 2016) is considered, then all possible
price paths terminate to the unique minimal RPE price vector for any given preference profile in
the restricted preference domain.

An extended version of the EPS can be seen as the outcome of an auction rule which imple-
ments a minimal price vector. This auction rule is called the Iterative English Auction Rule and
it is a combination of the different steps of the extended EPS, t = 1, . . . , T , and a number of
direct mechanisms used to identify the prices between steps t and t + 1. In this dynamic pro-
cedure, agents reveal only partial preference information and a measure of maximal preference
revelation is provided. If fact, arbitrary little information needs to be revealed by adding more
steps to the extended EPS (i.e., by increasing T ). The considered iterative auction rule is also
demonstrated to contain, e.g., the Queue Allocation Mechanism (Svensson, 1994) and the Exact
Auction Mechanism (Demange et al., 1986) as special cases.

The paper also provides sufficient conditions for reported demand sets to be consistent with
rational preferences. These conditions are important because if agents are required to report in
accordance with these conditions, then Theorem 1 in Andersson and Svensson (2016) implies
that truthful bidding is an ex post Nash equilibrium in the Iterative English Auction Rule.

Even if the main results of this paper only are valid on a restricted preference domain, the
considered domain contains, in a mathematical meaning, almost all preference profiles that are
rational and satisfy a monotonicity and a continuity assumption (see the Appendix in Andersson
and Svensson, 2016). This is in contrast to previous auction rules that almost exclusively are
defined on the domain where preferences are represented by quasi-linear utility functions (see,
e.g., Ausubel, 2004, 2006; Demange et al., 1986; Gul and Staccetti, 2000; Kelso and Crawford,
1982; Mishra and Parkes, 2007, 2009). There are good reasons for considering a larger prefer-
ence domain than the quasi-linear. Namely, as argued by, e.g., Alaei et al. (2016), Baisa (2017),
Morimoto and Serizawa (2015) and Zhou and Serizawa (2016), agents may be risk averse, budget
constrained, or experience wealth effects.

The model with price restrictions, considered in this paper, contains many previously inves-
tigated models as special cases, including, e.g., a model where no agent has the property right
over any of the houses and where monetary transfers are (a) infeasible (e.g., Balinski and Sön-
mez, 1999; Hylland and Zeckhauser, 1979; Svensson, 1994), or (b) feasible but bounded from
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below (e.g., Shapley and Shubik, 1972; Demange and Gale, 1985; Demange et al., 1986). There
is, however, a fundamental difficulty when identifying a dynamic rule for the more general model
with price restrictions. Namely, if monetary transfers are infeasible, a dynamic rule needs only to
solve the problem of allocating the houses among the agents (i.e., prices are irrelevant), whereas
an dynamic rule, for the case when monetary transfers are feasible but bounded from below,
needs only to solve the problem of identifying an equilibrium price vector as the price vector can
be used as a tool to allocate the houses among the agents. For the problem considered in this
paper, however, the dynamic rule needs simultaneously to consider the allocation of the houses
as well as the identification of a price vector. Note also that the price vector in the considered
problem is not, a priori, restricted to belong to a finite set of price vectors as in the standard
matching with contracts framework (e.g., Echenique, 2012; Hatfield and Kojima, 2010; Hatfield
and Milgrom, 2005; Herings, 2015).3 These observations coupled with the assumption of weak
preferences suggest that it is a non-trivial task to find a dynamic rule for a housing market with
price restrictions.

The remaining part of the paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 contains the formal model
and some basic definitions. A preview of the English Price Sequence and the Iterative English
Auction Rule can be found in Section 3 where an extended example is provided to illustrate a
few basic ideas and principles in some of the coming definitions. The English Price Sequence is
formally defined and analysed in Section 4. The corresponding Iterative English Auction Rule
and its strategic properties as well as its relation to other dynamic rules in the literature are
investigated in Section 5. All proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

2 The Model and Basic Definitions

The set of houses and agents are denoted by H = {1, . . . ,m} and A = {1, . . . , n}, respectively.
No agent in A has the property right to any house in H , and each agent in A wish to acquire at
most one house in H . Agents also have an option not to buy, or rent, a house at all. This outside
option is formally represented by a null house, denoted by 0, the supply of which is unlimited.

An assignment is a mapping µ : A → H ∪ {0}. An assignment is feasible if for a 6= a′,
µa = µa′ only when µa = 0, i.e., two distinct agents in A cannot be assigned the same house
in H at a feasible assignment. Let the set µ0 contain all houses not assigned to any agent at

3The problem studied by Andersson and Svensson (2014, 2016) has some special characteristics compared to
the four mentioned matching with contracts papers. For example, all of the other papers analyze a framework with a
finite number of contracts where agents are assumed to have strict preferences and where the divisible good cannot
take arbitrary values (Herings, 2015, do not assume strict preferences but indifference relations play no significant
role in his Adjustment Process as agents are assumed to choose an arbitrary contract from their choice sets in the
case when the cardinality of the choice sets is greater than one), whereas Andersson and Svensson (2014, 2016) do
not restrict the analysis to a finite set of contracts, preferences are weak, and the divisible good can take an arbitrary
number on the (extended) real line. The models do, however, share the property that, e.g., the models of Demange
et al. (1986) and Kelso and Crawford (1982) among others, can be included as special cases of the frameworks.
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assignment µ, i.e.:

µ0 = {h ∈ H;µa 6= h for all a ∈ A} ∪ {0}.

The vector p = (p0, . . . , pm) ∈ Rm+1
+ is a price vector. A coordinate in p is denoted by ph and

represents the price of house h ∈ H ∪ {0}. Price vectors are restricted by exogenously given
lower and upper bounds, denoted by p ∈ Rm+1

+ and p ∈ Rm+1

+ , respectively, where p
h
≤ ph for

all h ∈ H and p
0

= p0 = 0.4 Here, R+ = [0,∞] represents the non-negative part of the extended
real line. The price space is given by:

P = {p ∈ Rm+1
+ : p

h
≤ ph ≤ ph for each h ∈ H ∪ {0}}.

To simplify notation, let (h, p) ≡ (h, ph), i.e., (h, p) means house h at price ph at the price vector
p.

The preferences of agent a ∈ A are denoted by Ra, and are represented by a complete and
transitive binary relation on the set of houses and prices (H ∪ {0}) × R+. The corresponding
strict and indifference relations are denoted by Pa and Ia, respectively. For each agent a ∈ A,
preferences are assumed to be strictly monotonic, i.e., (h, p)Pa(h, p

′) if ph < p′h. Preferences
are also assumed to be continuous, i.e., the sets {ph ∈ R+ : (h, p)Ra(h

′, p′)} and {ph ∈ R+ :

(h′, p′)Ra(h, p)} are closed for each a ∈ A and all h, h′ ∈ H and all p′h′ ∈ R+. Finally, the
preferences are assumed to satisfy a finiteness condition stating that for each a ∈ A and h ∈ H
there is a “sufficiently large” ph ∈ R such that (0, 0)Pa(h, ph). All preference relations Ra

satisfying the above properties for agent a ∈ A are gathered in the setRa. A (preference) profile
is a list R = (R1, . . . , Rn) that belongs to the setR = R1 × · · · × Rn.

Because price vectors are restricted to belong to the set P, a price equilibrium need not exist
for some profiles in R. Consequently, a weaker equilibrium notion is needed to analyze the
model. This weakening must contain some kind of rationing mechanism as prices alone cannot
solve the allocation problem. Here, it is assumed that the rationing mechanism is based on a
priority-order, denoted by π. Formally, π : A → {1, . . . , n} is a bijection where the highest-
ranked agent a ∈ A is the agent with πa = 1, the second highest ranked agent a′ has πa′ = 2,
and so on.5

In the remaining part of this paper, an arbitrary but fixed profile R ∈ R and an arbitrary
but fixed priority structure π are considered. An economy E is, therefore, defined by the fixed
concepts A, H , P, R, and π.

Definition 1. For a given economy E , a state x = (µ, p) is a pair where µ is an assignment and
4In most of the analysis, it is assumed that p 6= p, i.e., that p

h
< ph for some h ∈ H . In the case when p

h
= ph

for all h ∈ H , the Queue Allocation Mechanism (Svensson, 1994) can be applied to solve the allocation problem
(see Section 5.2).

5In Andersson and Svensson (2014), a more general priority structure is considered. In this paper, a less general
structure is considered for notational simplicity and without loss of generality.
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p ∈ P. The state x = (µ, p) is feasible if the assignment µ is feasible. A state x may also be
written as a collection of n bundles of type xa = (µa, p), i.e., x = (x1, . . . , xn).

A state x is priority respecting if there is no agent a ∈ A that strictly prefers some bundle xa′
to his own assigned bundle xa and bundle xa′ is assigned to some other agent a′ ∈ A that has
lower priority than agent a, and, furthermore, all agents weakly prefer their assigned bundle to
any bundle containing an unassigned house.

Definition 2. For a given economy E , a state x = (µ, p) is priority respecting if for all a, a′ ∈ A:
(i) xa′Paxa only if πa′ < πa, and (ii) xaRa(h, p) if h ∈ µ0.6

For any two given states, x and x′, a trading cycle is a sequence of distinct agents, say (a1, . . . , ak),
where, at state x′, each agent in the sequence, except that last, is assigned the house that was as-
signed to the subsequent agent in the sequence at state x (e.g., at state x′, agent a1 is assigned
the house that was assigned to agent a2 at state x, and so on). A trading cycle is closed if the last
agent in the sequence, at state x′, is assigned the house that was assigned to the first agent in the
sequence at state x, and open if the last agent in the sequence, at state x′, is assigned a house that
was unassigned as state x.

Definition 3. For a given economy E , let x = (µ, p) and x′ = (µ′, p′) be two distinct states and
(aj)

k
j=1 a sequence of distinct agents where:

(i) µ′aj = µaj+1
for all 1 ≤ j < k, and;

(ii) µ′a = µa for all a 6= aj and all 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

The sequence (aj)
k
j=1 is called a trading cycle from µ to µ′. A trading cycle is closed if µ′ak = µa1

and open if µ′ak ∈ µ0.

A state x = (µ, p) is constrained efficient if the assignment µ is feasible and if there is no feasible
trading cycle that respects priorities and, in addition, makes all agents in the cycle weakly better
off and at least one agent strictly better off.

Definition 4. For a given economy E , a trading cycle from µ to µ′ is a (Pareto) improvement of µ
if µ and µ′ are priority respecting and x′aRaxa for all a ∈ A and x′aPaxa for some a ∈ A. A state
x = (µ, p) is constrained efficient if µ is feasible and there is no improvement of µ to a feasible
assignment µ′.

A state x is a rationing price equilibrium if three conditions are satisfied. The first guarantees
that the state is constrained efficient. The second condition is based on Drèze (1975) and a series
of subsequent papers (where Herings, 2015; Talman and Yang, 2008, are the most closely related

6In Balinski and Sönmez (1999), condition (i) of Definition 2 is called fairness and condition (ii) is the combi-
nation of individual rationality and non-wastefulness.
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to this study) where it is argued that rationing should only be put to use when the price of a house
equals its upper price bound, or, equivalently, when prices alone cannot solve the allocation
problem. Note that this means that whenever an agent is assigned a house with a price strictly
below the upper price bound, the agent is also assigned his most preferred house at the given
prices. The last condition is the standard property that the price of any unassigned house must
equal its lower price bound (see, e.g., Demange and Gale, 1985).

Definition 5. For a given economy E , a state x = (µ, p) is a rationing price equilibrium (RPE)
if the following conditions hold:

(i) x is a constrained efficient,

(ii) for all h ∈ H , ph = ph if (h, p)Pa(µa, p) for some a ∈ A, and;

(iii) for all h ∈ H , ph = p
h

if h ∈ µ0.

A price vector p is an RPE price vector if there is an assignment µ such that the state (µ, p) is
an RPE (note that there may be several assignments that are consistent with the price vector p).
For a given economy E , the set of RPE states is denoted by Σ and the corresponding set of price
vectors is denoted by Π, i.e., Π = {p ∈ P : (µ, p) ∈ Σ for some assignment µ}.

Definition 6. For a given economy E , a price vector p∗ ∈ Π is a minimal RPE price vector if,
for p ∈ Π, p ≤ p∗ only if p = p∗. A minimal RPE state at profile R ∈ R is a feasible state
x = (µ, p) such that p is a minimal RPE price vector in Π.

3 Example and Preview

This section contains an example that illustrates some of the main features of the dynamic price
mechanisms that are formally introduced and analyzed in Sections 4 and 5. The purpose of the
example is to point at a few basic ideas in some of the coming definitions and to roughly illustrate
how the price adjustment rule and the assignment rule work.

Let A = {1, 2, 3} and H = {1, 2, 3} be the sets of agents and houses, respectively, and let
πa = a for all a ∈ A. Suppose further that the lower and upper price bounds are given by
p = (0, 0, 0) and p = (3, 7, 7), respectively. Preferences over consumption bundles (h, p) are
represented by a quasi-linear utility function uah(p) = vah − ph where va0 = 0, and:

(vah) =

 13 15 1

20 15 1

20 15 1

 .

The English Price Sequence (EPS, henceforth) consists of a price adjustment rule and an assign-
ment rule, and these rules jointly define a finite sequence of (supporting temporary) states where
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the last price vector in the sequence is a minimal RPE price vector. In this dynamic process,
prices as well as assignments are adjusted starting at the lower price bound. The basic rule is to
increase the prices for all houses in a specific (minimal) set of over-demanded houses. Due to the
upper price bounds, this basic rule is not always sufficient to eliminate all over-demanded sets.
In such cases, the priority-order will determine the (temporary) assignment of the houses.

Table 1 provides a step-by-step description of the dynamic process. At each price vector pj ,
a subeconomy is considered. Such economy contains all houses with prices strictly below the
upper price bound and all agents that not have been assigned a house with a price equal to the
upper price bound. The set Da(p

j) contains all houses in the considered subeconomy that, in
addition, belong to the demand set of agent a at prices pj , and the set MOD(pj) contains the
(minimal) set of over-demanded houses in the considered subeconomy at prices pj .

The dynamic process starts at the lower price bound p1 = (0, 0, 0), and the subeconomy now
contains all houses and all agents since no agent yet have been assigned a house and p1 < p.
Given price vector p1, a temporary state is defined as a state where all agents in the subeconomy
are assigned their most preferred house in the subeconomy at the given prices (if it is possible to
assign all agents distinct houses, the process will terminate, but this is not possible here). Hence,
the temporary state is given by (µ1, p1) where µ1 = (2, 1, 1). This state is not feasible since house
1 is assigned to both agent 2 and agent 3. This also means that house 1 is over-demanded, and its
price is increased by one unit and the new price vector p2 = (1, 0, 0) is obtained. The assignment
for the temporary state at prices p2 is now given by µ2 = (2, 1, 1), and house 1 is again over-
demanded. Consequently, p3 = (2, 0, 0) and, by repeating the arguments, it also follows that
p4 = (3, 0, 0), and the price of house 1 has now reached its upper price bound p1 = 3.

Table 1: Illustration of the price adjustment rule and the assignment rule

.

Step j pj D1(p
j) D2(p

j) D3(p
j) µj MOD(pj)

1 (0, 0, 0) {2} {1} {1} (2, 1, 1) {1}
2 (1, 0, 0) {2} {1} {1} (2, 1, 1) {1}
3 (2, 0, 0) {2} {1} {1} (2, 1, 1) {1}
4 (3, 0, 0) {2} {1} {2} (2, 1, 2) {2}
5 (3, 1, 0) {2} {1} {2} (2, 1, 2) {2}
6 (3, 2, 0) {2} {1} {2} (2, 1, 2) {2}
7 (3, 3, 0) {2} {1} {2} (2, 1, 2) {2}
8 (3, 4, 0) {2} {1} {2} (2, 1, 2) {2}
9 (3, 5, 0) {1, 2} {2} {2} (1, 2, 2) {2}
10 (3, 6, 0) {1} {2} {2} (1, 2, 2) {2}
11 (3, 7, 0) {1} {2} {3} (1, 2, 3) ∅

Since the price of house 1 has reached its upper price bound, it is impossible to eliminate over-
demand by means of price increases. In this situation, house 1 is temporarily assigned to the
highest ranked agent that demands house 1, and the remaining agents and houses constitute the
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new subeconomy. Because agents 2 and 3 only demand house 1 at prices p4 and π2 < π3, it
follows that agent 2 temporarily is assigned house 1. Given that house 1 (temporarily) has been
assigned to agent 2, the subeconomy is defined by the houses in {2, 3} and the agents in {1, 3}.
In this subeconomy and at prices p4 = (3, 0, 0), agents 1 and 3 both demand house 2, and because
the agents are assigned their most preferred house in the subeconomy, the assignment is given by
µ4 = (2, 1, 2). This also means that house 2 is over-demanded at prices p4. The price of house
2 is therefore increased by one unit. By repeating the arguments, the price vector p9 = (3, 5, 0)

will eventually be reached.
At prices p9 = (3, 5, 0), agent 1 is indifferent between houses 1 and 2. Because the price

of house 1 has reached its upper price bound and agent 1 now is the highest ranked agent that
demands house 1 (i.e., π1 < π2 < π3), agent 1 is temporarily assigned house 1 and a new
subeconomy, containing only the houses in {2, 3} and the agents in {2, 3}, is considered. In this
subeconomy and at prices p9, agents 2 and 3 only demand house 2 and, consequently, the price of
house 2 is increased by one unit. By repeating the arguments, the price vector p11 will eventually
be reached and, at these prices, the price of house 2 equals its upper bound, i.e., p112 = p2 = 7.
Since house 2 is the only house in the subeconomy that is demanded by agents 2 and 3 at prices
p11 and π2 < π3, house 2 is temporarily assigned to agent 2. Note now that the prices of house
1 and house 2 equal their corresponding upper price bounds and that they have been temporarily
assigned to agents 1 and 2, respectively. This also means that a new subeconomy containing
only house 3 and agent 3 needs to be considered. In this subeconomy, agent 3 is temporarily
assigned house 3 since house 3 is strictly preferred to the null house. Hence, all agents have
(temporary) been assigned a house and because the temporary assignment is feasible, it now
becomes a permanent assignment. Therefore, the process terminates at state (µ11, p11). This
state is a minimal RPE state.

Note that the above process requires 11 steps to converge to a minimal RPE state. In the
(Extended) English Price Sequence and the Iterative English Auction Rule, however, not all
these steps are explicitly written out since they are based on so-called (small) price regimes and,
more precisely, on the supremum of these price regimes. The relevant steps of the considered
dynamic processes are the ones where prices as well as temporary assignments change. Hence,
the English Price Sequence and the Iterative English Auction Rule are described by the sequences
(p1, p4, p9, p11) and (x1, x4, x9, x11), respectively, where xj = (µj, pj) for j ∈ {1, 4, 9, 11}.
These sequences can fairly easily be identified in the above example because of the assumptions
that utility functions are quasi-linear and valuations as well as prices are non-negative integers.
The iterative auction rule defined in this paper is, however, defined on a general preference
domain and its functionality is not restricted to utility functions and price spaces with the above
properties. For this reason, more sophisticated techniques are needed. For example, Morimoto
and Serizawa (2015) study the case with continuous price paths and non-quasi-linear preferences,
and Section 5 describes how prices discretely can be increased along the price path for general
preferences satisfying a monotonicity and a continuity assumption.
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A final remark is related to the difference in revealed information about preferences in the
above dynamic mechanism compared to a static (direct) mechanism. One way of classifying this
difference is to look at the exact information that an agent has to reveal under the two different
formats. In the direct mechanism, agent 1 has to reveal complete information about preferences,
i.e., that (v10, v11, v12, v13) = (0, 13, 15, 1). In the dynamic mechanism, on the other hand, agent
1 only reveals that v12 > v11 > v13 and v12 − v11 = 2. An alternative estimate of the degree of
preference revelation is to count the number of alternatives that an agent has to rank. In this case,
the direct mechanism requires an agent to rank exactly 1 × 4 × 8 × 8 = 256 alternatives (one
for each possible price vector in the price space) whereas the dynamic mechanism only requires
an agent to rank 11 alternatives (one for each price vector in the sequence). Section 5 defines
a measure on the upper bound of revealed preference information. In the above example, this
upper bound is given by 15 meaning that, in worst case, an agent has to rank houses at 15 out of
the 256 possible price vectors in the price space.

4 The English Price Sequence

This section defines and analyses a finite sequence of increasing price vectors called the En-
glish Price Sequence (EPS, henceforth). However, to define this sequence, the concepts of over-
demanded sets, temporary states, and price regimes need to be introduced.

Let p ∈ P be a price vector andDa(p) = {h ∈ H∪{0} : (h, p)Ra(h
′, p) for all h′ ∈ H∪{0}}

the demand set of agent a ∈ A.A setH ′ ⊂ H of houses is over-demanded at a price vector p ∈ P
if:

|H ′| < |{a ∈ A : Da(p) ⊆ H ′}|.

A set H ′ ⊂ H is a minimal over-demanded (MOD, henceforth) set if H ′ is over-demanded and
there is no over-demanded set H ′′ ⊂ H ′ (H ′′ 6= H ′).

For any S ⊂ H, the reduced demand is defined asDa(p)∩S. A setH ′ ⊂ H is over-demanded
with respect to reduced demand if:

|H ′| < |{a ∈ A : Da(p) ∩ S ⊆ H ′}|.

The definition of a minimal over-demanded set of houses with respect to reduced demand is
almost identical to the above definition of a minimal over-demanded set, and the only difference
is that reduced demand sets are considered instead of demand sets.

Definition 7. For a given economy E , a sequence (Hj)
J
j=1 is a partition of minimal over-demanded

sets of houses (PMOD, henceforth), at a price vector p ∈ P, if H ∪ {0} = ∪Jj=1Hj is a partition
of H such that:
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(i) for all j < J , Hj is a minimal over-demanded set in Sj = H \ ∪j−1i=1Hi with respect to the
reduced demand Da(p) ∩ Sj , and;

(ii) there is no minimal over-demanded set in HJ .

The over-demanded part of H is defined as Hod = ∪J−1j=1Hj.

Note that if J = 1, then Hod = ∅. Furthermore, a PMOD can always be found recursively by
finding an arbitrary MOD set H1 in H , by finding an arbitrary MOD set H2 in H \ H1 with
respect to the reduced demand Da(p) ∩ (H \H1), and so on. Because this sequence terminates
when it is not possible to find any more MOD sets and because H is finite, this sequence must
be finite.

Example 1. Consider the example from Section 3 and the price vector p1 = (0, 0, 0). It is clear
that the set of houses {1} is over-demanded since agents 2 and 3 only demand house 1 at these
prices, i.e., D2(p

1) = D3(p
1) = {1}. It is also a minimal over-demanded set since the set {1} is

a singleton, i.e., no subset of it can be over-demanded by definition. Note also that the set {1}
is the only minimal over-demanded set at prices p1, i.e., the PMOD is given by H = H1 ∪ H2

where H1 = {1} and H2 = {2, 3}. Moreover, Hod = H1. �

Consider now a given state in an economy with strictly more agents than houses (i.e., |A| > |H|)
where the set containing all houses H is minimal over-demanded and, in addition, all agents
are assigned some house from their demand sets and each house is assigned to some agent. In
such situation, a fixed but arbitrary agent can be removed from the economy and it will still be
possible to assign all remaining agents some house from their demand sets and each house can
still be assigned to some remaining agent.

Proposition 1. Let E be an economy and x = (µ, p) a state in E . Suppose that |A| > |H|, H is
a minimal over-demanded set at price vector p ∈ P, and µ : A → H is an assignment such that
µa ∈ Da(p) for all a ∈ A and H = {h ∈ H : h = µa for some a ∈ A}. Consider now a fixed
but arbitrary agent a′ ∈ A. Then there is an assignment µ′ : A \ {a′} → H such that µ′a ∈ Da(p)

for all a ∈ A \ {a′} and H = {h ∈ H : h = µ′a for some a ∈ A \ {a′}}.

Let E be an economy and x = (µ, p) a state in E . Given E and x, a subeconomy, Ex, contains
the houses in Hp = {h ∈ H : ph < ph} ∪ {0} and the agents in Ax = {a ∈ A : µa ∈ Hp}.
Note also that the preferences and the priority-order are the same in Ex and E , while the demand
set for each agent a ∈ Ax in the subeconomy Ex is given by the constrained demand defined as
Dx
a(p) = {h ∈ Hp : (h, p)Ra(h

′, p) for all h′ ∈ Hp}.

Example 2. Consider the example from Section 3, the price vector p9 = (3, 5, 0), and note that
the price of house 1 is the only price that equals its upper price bound. This also means that
Hp9 = {2, 3}. Note next that, at these prices, all three agents demand house 1, but because agent
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1 is the agent with the highest priority (i.e., π1 < π2 < π3) it follows that agent 1 is assigned
house 1. Hence, the subeconomy is defined by the sets Hp9 = {2, 3} and Ax9 = {2, 3}. In
this subeconomy, the constrained demand sets for the agents in Ax9 are given by Dx9

2 (p9) =

Dx9

3 (p9) = {2}. �

In the subeconomy Ex, let Hp
od be the over-demanded part of Hp as defined in Definition 7 but

now with respect to constrained demand. To define a temporary state in E , a stronger notion of a
priority respecting state needs to be introduced.

Definition 8. For any economy E , a state x = (µ, p) in E is strongly priority respecting if:

(i) the state x is priority respecting,

(ii) µa = µa′ and µa ∈ H \Hp only if a′ = a, and;

(iii) there are no two distinct agents a and a′ such that µa ∈ H \Hp, µa′ ∈ Hp
od, xa′Ia′xa, and

πa′ < πa.

The second condition of the definition essentially states that the assignment µ must be feasible
for the set of houses of which the prices equal the upper price bound, whereas the last condition
states that the houses with a price equal to the upper bound should be allocated to the agents that
demand them and according to the priority-order (of course, this need not be the case at an RPE,
as any RPE state must be constrained efficient, but it will be convenient to work with strongly
priority respecting states before reaching the end state of the EPS to be introduced below).

Definition 9. For any economy E , a state x = (µ, p) in E is a temporary state if:

(i) the state x is strongly priority respecting,

(ii) there is no improvement of µ with a strongly priority respecting assignment µ′,

(iii) for all h ∈ H , ph = p
h

if h ∈ µ0, and;

(iv) for all h 6∈ Hp
od, µa = µa′ = h (for a 6= a′) only if h ∈ µ0.

Since the assignment µ, at a temporary state x = (µ, p), not necessarily is feasible, each agent
that is assigned a house in Hp will also be assigned his most preferred house in Hp by condition
(ii) of Definition 9. Note also that temporary states are not necessarily constrained efficient but
possess a weaker form of efficiency, and that a temporary state exists for each p ∈ P and each
profile R ∈ R. Note, finally, that an assignment µ can be chosen such that condition (iv) of
Definition 9 is satisfied whenever conditions (i)–(iii) are satisfied. This is a direct consequence
of Proposition 1.
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Definition 10. Let E be an economy and x = (µ, p) a state in E . Let Ex be the corresponding
subeconomy withHp and Ax being the sets of houses and agents, respectively, and letHp

od be the
over-demanded part of Hp in Ex. A set of prices Πx ⊂ P, called a price regime, is then defined
by p′ ∈ Πx if and only if there is a temporary state x′ = (µ′, p′) such that:

(i) ph ≤ p′h < ph if h ∈ Hp
od and p′h = ph if h /∈ Hp

od,

(ii) µ′a = µa if µa 6∈ Hp
od,

(iii) µ′a ∈ Hp if and only if µa ∈ Hp, and;

(iv) Hp′

od = Hp
od, where Hp′

od is the over-demanded part of Hp at the price vector p′.

Hence, the prices in the vector p′ ∈ Πx has (weakly) increased only for the over-demanded
houses compared to the price vector p. Moreover, there is a temporary state x′ = (µ′, p′) such
that the over-demanded set of houses is identical at states x′ and x, and the set of agents that are
assigned an over-demanded house is the same at states x′ and x.

Example 3. Consider the example from Section 3 and the state x9 = (µ9, p9) where µ9 =

(1, 2, 2) and p9 = (3, 5, 0). From Example 2, it is known that the subeconomy is defined by
Hp9 = {2, 3} and Ax9 = {2, 3}. In this subeconomy, house 2 is minimal over-demanded and,
consequently, H9

od = {2}. The price regime Πx9 ⊂ P is then defined by:

Πx9 = {p′ ∈ P : p′1 = 3, 5 ≤ p′2 < 7, and p′3 = 0}.

This follows because all conditions of Definition 10 are satisfied for any price vector p′ ∈ Πx9 at
the temporary state x′ = (µ′, p′) whenever µ′ = (1, 2, 2). �

Let now x = (µ, p) be a temporary state and let ξ(x) = sup Πx. Note that ξ(x) need not be a
singleton, i.e., it may be a set (see Example 4, below).

Definition 11. A sequence of price vectors (pt)Tt=1 constitutes an English Price Sequence (EPS,
henceforth) if there is a supporting sequence (xt)Tt=1 of temporary states, with xt = (µt, pt), such
that pt+1 ∈ ξ(xt). The starting point is p1 = p. The English Price Sequence terminates at Step T
if pT 6= pT−1 and pT+1 = pT .

Note that there may be several English Price Sequences consistent with a specific profile in R.
This insight is formally illustrated in the following example.

Example 4. Let A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and H = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} be the sets of agents and houses,
respectively, and let πa = a for all a ∈ A. Suppose further that prices are non-negative integers
and that the lower and upper price bounds are given by p = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and p = (2, 2, 2, 2, 2),
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respectively. Preferences over bundles (h, p) are represented by a quasi-linear utility function
uah(p) = vah − ph where va0 = 0, and:

(vah) =


10 10 2 2 2

10 2 2 5 2

2 10 2 2 5

2 2 2 10 2

2 2 2 2 10

 .

The starting point of the EPS is the lower price bound p1 = p = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0). To find a sup-
porting temporary state x1 = (p1, µ1), note that all agents can be assigned their most preferred
house at prices p1 since Hp1 = H . Hence, it must be the case that µ1 = (1, 1, 2, 4, 5) or
µ̃1 = (2, 1, 2, 4, 5). Independently of which assignment that is chosen, the set {1, 2} is the unique
minimal over-demanded set and, consequently, p2 = ξ(x1) = (2, 2, 0, 0, 0). Now, the price of
houses 1 and 2 have reached their corresponding upper price bounds and all agents have the same
demand sets at prices p2 as they have at prices p1. Because agent 1 is the agent with the highest
priority, agent 1 will be assigned either house 1 or house 2, and the subeconomy for the next step
of the EPS is dependent on this choice. More specifically, if agent 1 is assigned house 1, then
agent 3 is assigned house 2, and if agent 1 is assigned house 2, then agent 2 is assigned house 1.
In the former case, the subeconomy is defined by Hp2 = {3, 4, 5} and Ax2 = {2, 4, 5}, and in the
latter case the subeconomy is defined by Hp2 = {3, 4, 5} and Ax2 = {3, 4, 5}. This choice will
also give rise to two different EPS. These two sequences will next be analyzed separately from
each other and the main insights are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.

English Price Sequence 1. Let the subeconomy be defined by Hp2 = {3, 4, 5} and Ax
2

=

{2, 4, 5}. In this subeconomy, the constrained demand sets for the agents in Ax2 are given by
Dx2

2 (p2) = Dx2

4 (p2) = {4} and Dx2

5 (p2) = {5}. Hence, µ2 = (1, 4, 2, 4, 5) and the set {4}
is the unique minimal over-demanded set in the subeconomy. Consequently, p3 = ξ(x2) =

(2, 2, 0, 2, 0). Now, the price of house 4 has reached its upper price bound and house 4 is the only
house in the constrained demand sets of agents 2 and 4. Because π2 < π4, house 4 is assigned to
agent 2 and a new subeconomy defined by Hp3 = {3, 5} and Ax3 = {4, 5} must be considered.
Because the constrained demand sets now are given by Dx3

4 (p3) = {3, 5} and Dx5

5 (p5) = {5},
it is possible to assign each agent in the subeconomy distinct houses from their demand sets by
setting µ3 = (1, 4, 2, 3, 5). The vector p3 is the end point price vector of this EPS. Hence, the
EPS is described by (p1, p2, p3).

English Price Sequence 2. Let the subeconomy be defined by Hp2 = {3, 4, 5} and Ax
2

=

{3, 4, 5}. By repeating the above arguments, it follows that µ2 = (2, 1, 5, 4, 5) and, consequently,
that p3 = ξ(x2) = (2, 2, 0, 0, 2) and µ3 = (2, 1, 5, 4, 3). The vector p3 is the end point price vector
of this EPS. �
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Table 2: Illustration of English Price Sequence 1 in Example 4.

Step j pj µj MOD(pj)
1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) µ1 or µ̃1 {1, 2}
2 (2, 2, 0, 0, 0) (1, 4, 2, 4, 5) {4}
3 (2, 2, 0, 2, 0) (1, 4, 2, 3, 5) ∅

Table 3: Illustration of English Price Sequence 2 in Example 4.

Step j pj µj MOD(pj)
1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) µ1 or µ̃1 {1, 2}
2 (2, 2, 0, 0, 0) (2, 1, 5, 4, 5) {5}
3 (2, 2, 0, 0, 2) (2, 1, 5, 4, 3) ∅

One can verify that both end point price vectors identified in Example 4 are minimum RPE price
vectors. The fact that a minimum RPE price vector needs not be unique for all profiles in R has
been established earlier in the literature as reported in the following proposition.

Proposition 2. (Andersson and Svensson, 2014) For any economy E and any R ∈ R, there is a
minimal, but not necessarily unique, Rationing Price Equilibrium price vector p∗ ∈ Π.

To obtain uniqueness of a minimal RPE price vector, some profiles have to be excluded from
the domain R. The domain restriction that will be employed in this paper is a subset R̃ ⊂ R,
where R̃ is the set of profiles such that no two houses are “connected by indifference” at any
price vector p ∈ P.

Definition 12. For a given economy E , two houses, h1 and ht, in H ∪ {0}, are connected by
indifference if there is a price vector p ∈ P, a sequence of distinct agents (a1, . . . , at−1), and a
sequence of distinct houses (h1, . . . , ht) such that:

(i) ph1 = ph1 , and pht = p
ht

or pht = pht , and;

(ii) (hj, p)Iaj(hj+1, p) for 1 ≤ j ≤ t− 1.

Note that the domain R̃, in a mathematical meaning, contains almost all profiles in R (see the
Appendix in Andersson and Svensson, 2016).

Proposition 3. (Andersson and Svensson, 2014) For any economy E where R ∈ R̃, a minimal
Rationing Price Equilibrium price vector p∗ ∈ Π is unique.

The next three results contain some fundamental properties of an EPS. The first states that an
EPS is finite for any profile R ∈ R. The other two results are valid on the reduced domain R̃
and demonstrate that the end state of an EPS always can be chosen to be an RPE and that the end
point price vector pT of an EPS is the minimal RPE price vector.
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Proposition 4. For a given economy E where R ∈ R, if (pt)Tt=1 is an English Price Sequence,
(pt)Tt=1 is weakly increasing and T is finite.

Proposition 5. For a given economy E where R ∈ R̃, if (pt)Tt=1 is an English Price Sequence
and (xt)Tt=1 is a supporting sequence of temporary states, then xT = (µT , pT ) can be chosen to
be a rationing price equilibrium.

Theorem 1. For a given economy E where R ∈ R̃, if (pt)Tt=1 is an English Price Sequence, then
pT = p∗ where p∗ is the minimal RPE price vector.

Proposition 4 shows that there is only a finite number of steps in an EPS. Theorem 1 demonstrates
that, on the restricted domain R̃, the endpoint of the EPS is a minimal RPE price vector. An
extended version of an EPS can be seen as the outcome of an auction rule which implements the
minimal price vector. This auction rule is called the Iterative English Auction Rule (see Section
5) and it is a combination of a dynamic procedure, the different steps t = 1, . . . , T, and a number
of direct mechanisms, the steps from t to t + 1. In the dynamic procedure, agents reveal only
partial preference information. In fact, as will be demonstrated in Section 5, the extended EPS
can be adjusted so that arbitrary little preference information is revealed by introducing more
steps in the extended EPS (i.e., a larger T ). For certain classes of preferences, e.g., quasi-linear
preferences, it is also possible to define a dynamic procedure between the various steps and obtain
a complete iterative auction rule. The alternative is to let the agents report their complete ranking
in (arbitrarily small) price regimes which are iteratively defined and then, given pt, calculate
pt+1. In principle, the latter alternative is the same as the one used in a dynamic procedure based
on quasi-linear preferences since quasi-linear preferences are completely revealed by a finite
number of parameters.

Remark 1. Note that an EPS is unique on the restricted domain R̃ and this need not be the case
on the full preference domain R as previously illustrated in Example 4. It is then natural to
investigate if any minimal RPE price vector is achievable via an EPS for the profiles inR where
a minimal RPE price vector not is unique. We conjecture that this is the case even if we have
been unable to find a formal proof. �

In the remaining part of this section, the above mentioned extended version of an EPS is con-
sidered. This extension is based on “small price regimes” and within each small price regime
some prices are constant while some prices are discretely increased at most by a factor δ > 0.
The smaller δ is, the less preference information has to be revealed to the auctioneer (as will be
explained in Section 5). To formalize this, let δ > 0 be any positive real number and:

δNm = {α ∈ Rm
+ : αj = δkj for some kj ∈ N},

Sα = ×h∈H [αh, αh + δ) for each α ∈ δNm.

For each δ > 0, Definition 10 can now be reformulated in the following way.
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Definition 13. Let E be an economy, x = (µ, p) a state in E , and p ∈ Sα (α unique). Let Ex be
the corresponding subeconomy with Hp and Ax being the sets of houses and agents respectively,
and let Hp

od be the over-demanded part of Hp in Ex. A set of prices Πx ⊂ P, called a small price
regime, is then defined by p′ ∈ Πx if and only if there is a temporary state x′ = (µ′, p′) such that:

(i) αh ≤ ph ≤ p′h < min [αh + δ, ph] if h ∈ Hp
od and p′h = ph if h /∈ Hp

od,

(ii) µ′a = µa if µa /∈ Hp
od,

(iii) µ′a ∈ Hp if and only if µa ∈ Hp, and;

(iv) Hp′

od = Hp
od, where Hp′

od is the over-demanded part of Hp at the price vector p′.

Note that the only difference between the above definition and Definition 10 is that prices can
increase at most by δ in Definition 13.

Definition 14. A sequence of price vectors (pt)Tt=1 constitutes an Extended English Price Se-
quence (EEPS, henceforth) if there is a supporting sequence (xt)Tt=1 of temporary states, with
xt = (µt, pt), such that pt+1 ∈ ξ(xt). The starting point is p1 = p. The EEPS terminates at Step
T if pT 6= pT−1 and pT+1 = pT .

The proof of the following theorem is omitted as it is identical to the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 1’. For a given economy E where R ∈ R̃, if (pt)Tt=1 is an EEPS, then pT = p∗ where
p∗ is the minimal RPE price vector.

5 The Iterative English Auction Rule

Any iterative auction rule requires agents to reveal demand information sequentially. This in-
formation is then used to increase prices discretely or continuously. As will be explained in this
section, the (Extended) English Price Sequence can be seen as the outcome of an iterative auction
rule called the Iterative English Auction Rule. The auction rule is a mix of the different steps of
the EEPS, t = 1, . . . , T , and a number of direct mechanisms used to identify the prices between
steps t and t+ 1.

A first observation is that when agents reveal their demand information sequentially, there is
no guarantee that the revealed preference information is consistent with some preference relation
inRa. Sufficient conditions for this will be provided in Section 5.1, but for now it is assumed that
reported demand information can be derived from some preference relation in Ra. To formalize
this, it will initially be assumed that preferences are replaced by demand sets.

Consider now an economy E where preferences are replaced by demand sets, i.e., for each
price vector p ∈ P and each agent a ∈ A, there is a demand set dpa ⊂ H ∪ {0}.7 If a demand set

7The notation dpa for reported demand sets is, in the remaining part of the paper, used instead of the previously
introduced notation Da(p) since dpa, a priori, is not derived from some preference ordering inRa.
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dpa is derived from a profile R ∈ R and p ∈ P, then points 1 – 3., below, called demand ranking,
are satisfied, i.e., there is a complete ranking rpa of the set dpa such that:

1. if h, h′ ∈ dpa and h 6∈ Hp and h′ ∈ Hp, then hrpah
′,

2. if h, h′ ∈ dpa and h, h′ ∈ Hp, then hrpah
′ and h′rpah (indifference), and;

3. if h ∈ dpa and h′ 6∈ dpa, then not h′rpah.

The demand ranking condition is implied by preferences Ra ∈ Ra and the condition is also
sufficient to construct an EEPS. Given a complete ranking rpa, a temporary state x = (µ, p) can
be constructed and the set Hp

od is well-defined. Note also that not all information related to
demand is needed to construct a small price regime Πx. In fact, only the demands of the agents
a with µa ∈ Hp

od in the domain αh ≤ ph ≤ p′h < min[αh + δ, ph], h ∈ H
p
od, and α chosen so that

p ∈ Sα are needed.
Suppose now that the demand sets are consistent with rational preferences R ∈ R, i.e., a

reported demand set dpa can be derived from some preference ordering Ra ∈ Ra. Then the EEPS
can be seen as the outcome of an auction rule defined as follows.

The Iterative English Auction Rule. Initialize the price vector to p1 = p. For each Step
t := 1, . . . , T :

1. Each agent a ∈ A reports his demand set dpta at prices pt.

2. Calculate a supporting temporary state xt = (µt, pt) and define a subeconomy Ext .

3. All agents in Ap
t

od = {a ∈ A : µta ∈ H
pt

od} report their demand at prices p for αh ≤ ph ≤
p′h < min[αh + δ, ph] where pt ∈ Sα.

4. Define a small price regime Πxt and calculate pt+1 ∈ ξ(xt).

5. If pt+1 = pt, stop. Otherwise, set t := t+ 1 and continue. �

The Iterative English Auction Rule will produce an EEPS (pt)Tt=1 where, for all t and all h ∈ H ,
it holds that pth ≤ pt+1

h ≤ pth + δ. An EEPS in itself contains a finite sequence (pt)Tt=1 of small
price adjustments. Within a subeconomy, the price vectors pt and pt+1 can be connected by a
continuous path if demand is continuous. An explicit rule to obtain a continuous price path with
general preferences is provided by, e.g., Morimoto and Serizawa (2015).

In a direct mechanism, agents report preferences over the entire price space P, while only
demand in a subset of the price space Pδ ⊂ P are reported when the Iterative English Auction
Rule is adopted. To investigate the degree of preference revelation in the dynamic process in
more detail, a measure (e.g., the Lebesgue measure) of Pδ, denoted by mPδ, is next defined and
it is demonstrated that this measure converges to zero when δ → 0.
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The measure of Sα is defined to be mSα = δm, where m is the cardinality of the set H .
Moreover, Pδ ⊂ ∪Jj=1Sαj , where αj ∈ δNm and αj ≤ αj+1 for all j, and mPδ ≤m(∪Jj=1Sαj) =

Jδm. However, J depends on δ so we have to find an upper bound on J that does not depend on
δ. For this purpose, for h ∈ H let lh − 1 be the integer part of (ph − ph)/δ. Then J < Σh∈H lh.
Hence:

mPδ ≤ Jδm < Σh∈H lhδ
m ≤ Σh∈H((ph − ph)/δ + 1)δm.

The expression to the far right in the above condition defines an upper bound on the measure
mPδ. Clearly, mPδ → 0 as δ → 0 (if m > 1), i.e., the smaller δ is, the less preference
information has to be revealed to the auctioneer.

5.1 Incentives

In a given economy E and for a given profile R ∈ R, the direct mechanism f(R) = x, where
x = (µ, p) is a minimal RPE state, is strategy-proof on the domain R̃ ⊂ R (Andersson and
Svensson, 2016, Theorem 1). If the reported demand sets dpa in the Iterative Auction Rule are
derived from the true preference profile R, then the outcome is f(R). Consequently, an agent a
cannot manipulate the outcome by reporting any demand set dpa that is consistent with rational
preferences Ra ∈ Ra. This also means that bidding truthfully is an ex post Nash equilibrium.
Next, sufficient conditions on reported demand sets dpa such that dpa can be derived from some
profile Ra ∈ Ra are provided.8 For this purpose, consider a continuous increasing price path
pt ∈ P (where t ∈ [0, T ] ⊂ R+ and T < ∞), and the following conditions on the reported
demand sets dpa:

• Monotonicity: If h, h′ ∈ dpta , h ∈ dpt
′

a , pth = pt
′

h , pt′h′ > pth′ , then h′ /∈ dpt
′

a .

• Continuity: For each h ∈ H , the set {t ∈ [0, T ] : h ∈ dpta } is closed.

• Demand ranking: Existence of a complete ranking rpa of the demand set dpa.

• Non-emptiness: For each agent a ∈ A and any prices pt, dpta ∩ (Hpt ∪ {0}) 6= ∅.

Theorem 2. If the reported demand sets dpta satisfy Monotonicity, Continuity, Demand ranking
and Non-emptiness for all t, then the demand sets dpta can be derived from some preference
relation Ra ∈ Ra.

8Such conditions are sometimes referred to as “activity rules” and they are commonly adopted to prove that
truthful bidding is an ex post Nash equilibrium, see, e.g., Harsha et al. (2010), Mishra and Parkes (2007, 2009) or
de Vries et al. (2007).
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5.2 Relation to Previous Literature

It is next demonstrated that two well-known mechanisms from the literature can be regarded as
special cases of the Iterative English Auction Rule, but that none of them generally can solve
the house allocation problem with price restrictions. The first mechanism is a fixed price mech-
anism (Svensson, 1994) and the second is a standard English auction with no upper price bound
(Demange et al., 1986).

Consider first the bounding case when the upper and lower price bounds coincide, i.e., when
p = p and, consequently, when P = {p}. To avoid to introduce too much notation, it is, in this
bounding case, assumed that all agents have strict preferences at prices p, i.e., (h, p)Pa(h

′, p) or
(h′, p)Pa(h, p) for all distinct houses h, h′ ∈ H and all agents a ∈ A.9 As will be explained
in the below, the main conclusion holds also for the more general case with weak preferences.
The assumption of strict preferences means that the restricted demand set Da(p) ∩ H ′ contains
exactly one house for each (nonempty) subset H ′ ⊆ H . Consider now the Iterative English
Auction Rule, and recall that the starting point is p1 = p. The first objective is to find a temporary
state x1 = (µ1, p1) such that p2 = ξ(x1). Because P = {p}, it is clear that p1 = p2. Hence,
the rule terminates at Step 2 and it, therefore, only remains to find the temporary state x1 =

(µ1, p1) = (µ1, p). Because P = {p}, it follows that Hp = ∅, and, consequently, that a strongly
priority respecting state is a feasible priority respecting state. But then, any feasible priority
respecting state x that is not Pareto dominated by some other feasible priority respecting state x′

is a temporary state by Definition 9. Such state can be identified using the following mechanism
from Svensson (1994).

Queue Allocation Mechanism. Consider a given profile R ∈ R, and let prices p be fixed and
equal to p and set H1 = H . For each Step t = 1, . . . , n:

Step t. Consider the agent with πt = t. Let µt = Da(p) ∩H t, define H t+1 = H t \ {µt}, and go
to Step t+ 1.

The proof that the outcome of the Queue Allocation Mechanism is Pareto efficient and a feasible
priority respecting state can be found in Svensson (1994, Theorem 1).10 In fact, Svensson (1994)
proved that this indeed also is true when preferences are weak by introducing choice sets for
the agents in the various steps of the mechanism. Hence, in the bounding case when prices are
fixed, the Iterative English Auction Rule recommends the same outcome as the Queue Allocation
Mechanism. It is clear that the Queue Allocation Mechanism generally cannot be used to identify
a minimal RPE state since it, by definition, only works in economies with no prices or fixed
prices (i.e., when p = p). In this sense, the Queue Allocation Mechanism needs only to solve the
problem of allocating the houses among the agents and it cannot handle price increases.

9This is a standard assumption when monetary transfers not are feasible, see, e.g., Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez
(1998, 1999, 2003), Balinski and Sönmez (1999), Gale and Shapley (1962), or Roth (1982).

10In Svensson (1994), a feasible priority respecting state is called a weakly fair allocation.
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Consider now the bounding case when ph = ∞ for all h ∈ H . In this case, Hp = H and,
consequently, H \Hp = ∅. Two important implications follow from this assumption. First, for
a given economy E and a given state x, the subeconomy Ex is always identical to E . Second,
a priority respecting state also is strongly priority respecting. Given these two observations,
consider now Step t of the Iterative English Auction Rule and the supporting temporary state
xt. Because the requirement on xt is that there should be no (strongly) priority respecting state
x′ that Pareto dominates x, it is clear that all agents in A must temporarily be assigned one of
their most preferred houses in Hpt = H in each Step t. In this sense, the process of temporarily
assigning agents to houses in each step of the rule is unnecessary, and the only relevant part of the
rule is to identify pt+1 ∈ ξ(xt) based on the set Hpt

od. The special case when Hpt

od is given by an
arbitrary minimal over-demanded set at prices pt and preferences are quasi-linear was considered
by Demange et al. (1986) in their Exact Auction Mechanism.

Exact Auction Mechanism. Initialize the price vector to p1 := p. For each Step t = 1, . . . , T :

Step t. Collect the demand set Da(p
t) of each agent a ∈ A. If there is no over-demanded set at

pt, terminate the auction. Else, select a minimal over-demanded set Hpt

od ⊆ H , and increase the
prices of all houses in Hpt

od uniformly until the set Hpt

od no longer is over-demanded while keeping
the prices of the houses in H \Hpt

od unchanged. Denote the generated price vector by pt+1 and go
to Step t+ 1.

That the Exact Auction Mechanism generally cannot be used to identify a minimal RPE state is
easy to see. Imagine, for example, an economy with only two agents and two houses (called 1
and 2). Suppose further that both agents demand only house 1 at all prices in P. In this case,
the Exact Auction Mechanism will increase the price for house 1 until the upper price bound,
p1, is reached but will then be unable to solve the remaining allocation problem because it has
no built-in rationing system, i.e., it relies on market prices to solve the allocation problem. Even
if one would add a rationing system to the Exact Auction Mechanism, it is not clear how the
mechanism would work as the economy E is fixed in all steps of the mechanism. In, e.g., the
example from Section 3, it is not clear how to continue after Step 4 since it is impossible to
increase the prices of the only minimal over-demanded set (i.e., the set {1}). A more general
remark is that the Exact Auction Mechanism needs only to solve the problem of identifying an
equilibrium price vector in each step of the mechanism as the price vector identified in the final
step of the mechanism can be used as a tool to allocate the houses among the agents. The Iterative
English Auction Rule, on the other hand, needs to simultaneously consider the allocation of the
houses as well as the identification of a price vector in each step of the rule. As a consequence,
the Exact Auction Mechanism cannot generally be used to identify a minimal RPE state.
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Appendix: Proofs for Specific Economies

The key result in this Appendix is Lemma 4. This lemma will be used in the succeeding Appendix
to prove the main results of the paper. To prove this lemma, some additional lemmas are needed.
All these lemmas are valid in some specific economies.

Consider first an economy, called E0, with strictly more agents than houses (i.e., n > m)
and without any null houses. The set of feasible price vectors in E0 is P = {Rm

+ : p
h
≤ ph ≤

ph for all h ∈ H}. Given an economy E0, a corresponding extended economy Ee is defined as a
double replica economy in the following way:

(i) Let Am = {aij : aij = ai for j = 1, . . . ,m and ai ∈ A} be the agents in Ee,

(ii) Let Hn = {hij : hij = hi for j = 1, . . . , n and hi ∈ H} be the houses in Ee,

(iii) A price vector p is feasible in Ee if and only if p ∈ Pn, where pij is the price of house
hij ∈ Hn,

(iv) An assignment µ : Am → Hn is feasible if and only if µ is bijective,

(v) Preferences in Ee are the same as in E0, i.e., Raij = Rai for all aij ∈ Am and ai ∈ A.

Hence, the extended economy Ee is defined to be an economy where there are m copies of each
agent in E0 and n copies of each house in E0. As a result, the number of agents and houses
coincides in Ee and is equal to nm. An equilibrium state in Ee is defined to be a feasible state
(µ, p) where xaRa(h, p) for all a ∈ Am and all h ∈ Hn, i.e., a feasible state where each agent is
assigned a house from his demand set at the given prices p.

Lemma 1. For a given extended economy Ee where R ∈ R, let x = (µ, p) be an equilibrium
state in Ee. Then pij = pij′ for all j, j′.

Proof. Suppose that pij < pij′ for some i, j, j′. Since houses hij and hij′ are copies of the same
house hi ∈ H , by construction of Ee, no agent will demand house hij′ at prices p. But then the
assignment µ cannot be feasible since |Am| = |Hn| by construction, which contradicts that x is
an equilibrium state.

A consequence of the above lemma is that one can change the notation of an equilibrium in Ee.
More explicitly, if the state x = (µ, p) is an equilibrium in Ee and p ∈ P, then pi can be used to
denote the common price of all identical houses hij ∈ Hn.

It is well-known that in an economy E0 with an equal number of agents and houses, a state
x = (µ, p) is an equilibrium if and only if no subset S ⊂ H is over-demanded (see, e.g., Hall,
1935). As will be demonstrated in the next lemma, a corresponding result holds for the extended
economy Ee. Let S ⊂ H , p ∈ P, AmS = {a ∈ Am : Da(p) ⊂ S}, and Sn = ×n1S. Here, AmS
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contains the agents in Ee that only demand houses in S. Since houses in Ee are copies of houses
in E0, the demand sets of the agents are identical in Ee and E0. Note also that the set Sn ⊂ Hn is
the product n times of the set S ⊂ H .

Lemma 2. For a given extended economy Ee where R ∈ R, a state x = (µ, p) in Ee is an
equilibrium if and only if |AmS | ≤ n|S| for all S ⊂ H .

Proof. From Hall (1935) it is known that a state x = (µ, p) in E0 is an equilibrium if and only if:

|AS| ≤ |S| for all S ⊂ H. (1)

By the construction of the replica economy Ee and Lemma 1, it follows that if hi ∈ Da(p) for
some agent a ∈ A, then hij ∈ Da(p) for all j = 1, . . . , n. But then Da(p) ⊂ S for some S ⊂ H

implies that Da(p) ⊂ Sn for some Sn ⊂ Hn. It now follows that condition (1) is equivalent to
|AmSn| ≤ |Sn|, i.e., equivalent to |AmS | ≤ n|S| for all S ⊂ H .

Lemma 3. Consider economy E0 where |A| > |H| and H is minimal over-demanded at price
vector p ∈ P. Then there is an assignment µ : Am → Hn such that x = (µ, p) is an equilibrium
in the extended economy Ee.

Proof. Suppose thatH is minimal over-demanded at price vector p ∈ P, and let S be an arbitrary
but proper subset of H . Because no proper subset S of H is over-demanded, by definition, it
follows that |AS| ≤ |S|, and, consequently, that n|AS| ≤ n|S|. Because Da(p) ⊂ S for some
S ⊂ H implies that Da(p) ⊂ Sn for some Sn ⊂ Hn, it is clear that |AmS | ≤ n|AS|. Hence,
|AmS | ≤ n|S|. Because the set S is arbitrarily selected, it follows from Lemma 2 that there is an
assignment µ such that x = (µ, p) is an equilibrium in the extended economy Ee.

Lemma 4. For a given economy E0, suppose that H is a minimal over-demanded set of houses
at price vector p ∈ P with p < p < p. Then, in each neighborhood of p, there are price vectors
p′, p′′ ∈ P such that p′′ < p < p′ and H = Hod at p′′ as well as at p′.11

Proof. Because H is a minimal over-demanded set, there is an assignment such that x = (µ, p)

is an equilibrium in Ee by Lemma 3. But then, by the Perturbation Lemma in Alkan et al. (1991),
there are, in each neighborhood of p, price vectors p′′, p′ ∈ P and assignments µ′′ and µ′ such
that p′′ < p < p′ and x′′ = (µ′′, p′′) as well as x′ = (µ′, p′) are equilibria in Ee.

Using the above finding and Lemma 1, it needs to be demonstrated that H = Hod at p′′ as
well as at p′ to complete the proof. As the arguments are symmetric in these two cases, the result
is only proved for p′. For this purpose, consider allocation x′ and let H = Hod ∪HJ be PMOD

11Note that H is a minimal over-demanded set at p but at p′ and p′′ the set H is over-demanded but not necessarily
a minimal over-demanded set. Note also that p′′ < p < p′ means that p′′h < ph < p′h for all h ∈ H .
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at p′ and Aod = {a ∈ A : Da(p
′) ⊂ Hod}. Then, the following holds as µ′ is bijective and as

Hod 6= ∅:

n|HJ | = |{a ∈ Am : µ′a ∈ HJ}| ≤ nm− |Amod|.

Note next that the following holds by construction:

nm− |Amod| = nm−m|Aod| = m|A \ Aod| ≤ m|HJ |.

Adding the above two inequalities, it is clear that they can hold only if HJ = ∅, i.e., only if
H = Hod, as n > m in the extended economy Ee.

This Appendix ends with the proof of Proposition 1. Note that even if the proposition is valid
for an economy E , it is essentially an economy E0 that is considered due to the restrictions that
|A| > |H| and no agent is assigned a null house.

Proposition 1. Let E be an economy and x = (µ, p) a state in E . Suppose that |A| > |H|, H is
a minimal over-demanded set at price vector p ∈ P, and µ : A → H is an assignment such that
µa ∈ Da(p) for all a ∈ A and H = {h ∈ H : h = µa for some a ∈ A}. Consider now a fixed
but arbitrary agent a′ ∈ A. Then there is an assignment µ′ : A \ {a′} → H such that µ′a ∈ Da(p)

for all a ∈ A \ {a′} and H = {h ∈ H : h = µ′a for some a ∈ A \ {a′}}.

Proof. For each set S ⊆ H , let AS = {a ∈ A : Da(p) ⊂ S}. Because H is a minimal over-
demanded set, by assumption, it follows from the definition of a minimal over-demanded set that
|AH | > |H| and |AS| ≤ |S| for all S ⊂ H (S 6= H). Let now A′ ⊂ A be such that a′ 6∈ A′

and |A′| = |H| . Consider the economy with houses H and the reduced set of agents A′. Also let
A′S = AS ∩ A′ for all subsets S ⊂ H.

Now |A′H | = |H| and |A′S| ≤ |AS| ≤ |S| for all S ⊂ H (S 6= H). It then follows from
Hall (1935) that there is an assignment µ′′ : A′ → H such that µ′′a ∈ Da(p) for all a ∈ A′ and
H = {h ∈ H : h = µ′′a for some a ∈ A′}. But then the proof is completed by defining µ′ as
µ′a = µ′′a for a ∈ A′ ∪ {a′} and µ′a = µa for a ∈ A \ A′ ∪ {a′}.

Appendix: Proofs of the Main Results

This Appendix contains the proofs of the main results of the paper and they are all valid in an
economy E where the houses belong to the set H ∪ {0} and for an arbitrary relation between the
number of agents and houses.

Proposition 4. For a given economy E where R ∈ R, if (pt)Tt=1 is an English Price Sequence,
(pt)Tt=1 is weakly increasing and T is finite.
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Proof. The sequence (pt)Tt=1 is clearly weakly increasing since pt+1 ∈ ξ(xt) = sup Πxt and
pt ∈ Πxt , by construction.

To prove that the sequence (pt)Tt=1 also is finite, suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that
T = ∞. Because (pt)Tt=1 is an EPS, there is a supporting sequence (xt)Tt=1 of temporary states.
For each t, let Hpt = {h ∈ H ∪ {0} : pth < ph}. Then Hpt+1 ⊂ Hpt for all t since the sequence
(pt)Tt=1 is weakly increasing. Moreover, since H is a finite set, there is a t0 such that Hpt = Hpt0

for all t ≥ t0. Let now t0 be so large that for all t ≥ t0, pth > p
h

if h = µta ∈ H
pt

od for some a ∈ A.
Such t0 exists since T = ∞ by assumption. Note also that the assumption T = ∞ implies that
Hpt \ {0} 6= ∅ for all t ≥ t0. To prove the result, it will be demonstrated that, for some t1,
Hpt

od = Hpt1

od for all t ≥ t1 ≥ t0, and, consequently, that prices cannot increase beyond t1. This
contradicts the assumption that T =∞.

Note next that, for each step t of the EPS, the sets {h ∈ H : h = µta for some a ∈ A} and
{a ∈ A : µta = 0} contain the houses in H that are assigned to some agent and the agents that are
assigned a null house, respectively. Based on these two sets, it is possible to define an number
θt, at each step t ≥ t0, defined as follows:

θt = |{h ∈ H : h = µta for some a ∈ A}|+ |{a ∈ A : µta = 0}|.

Consider now an arbitrary t where t + 1 > t ≥ t0, and define the price vectors p and p′ by
p = pt and p′ = pt+1. Let also x = (µ, p) and x′ = (µ′, p′) be supporting temporary states at
prices p and p′, respectively. Define now H1 = Hp \Hp

od, H
′
1 = Hp′ \Hp′

od, S = H ′1 ∩H
p
od, and

G = Hp′

od ∩ H1. Then, H ′1 \ S = H1 \ G and H ′od ∪ S = Hod ∪ G. It is first proved that θt is
weakly increasing in t for t ≥ t0. To see this, note that:

• BecauseH ′od∪S = Hod∪G, it also follows that |H ′od∪S| = |Hod∪G|. Moreover, for each
h ∈ Hod ∪ G there is an agent a ∈ A such that µa = h. Similarly, for each h′ ∈ H ′od ∪ S
there is an agent a′ ∈ A such that µ′a′ = h′. But then:

|{a ∈ A : µa ∈ G} ∪ {h ∈ H : h ∈ Hod}| = |Hod ∪G|, (2)

|{a ∈ A : µ′a ∈ S} ∪ {h ∈ H : h ∈ H ′od}| = |H ′od ∪ S|. (3)

• Note that if µa ∈ H1 \ G, then µ′a ∈ H1 \ G. To see this, suppose that µa ∈ H1 \ G
but µ′a 6∈ H1 \ G. Then µ′a ∈ H

p
od or µ′a ∈ G. But µ′a ∈ H

p
od cannot be the case because

of monotonicity. Further, if µ′a ∈ G then (µ′a, p
′)Pa(µa, p

′) since G ⊂ Hp′

od , and then
also (µ′a, p)Pa(h, p), which is a contradiction to the equilibrium condition for the state x.
Hence, if µa ∈ H1 \G, then µ′a ∈ H1 \G. This means that:

|{a ∈ A : µa ∈ H1 \G}| ≤ |{a ∈ A : µ′a ∈ H1 \G}|. (4)
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From conditions (2)–(4), it now follows that θt ≤ θt+1, i.e., that θt is weakly increasing in t for
t ≥ t0.

Because θt is weakly increasing in t for t ≥ t0, there is a t1 ≥ t0 such that θt = θt1 for all
t ≥ t1. Then, for all t ≥ t1, |{a ∈ A : µa ∈ H1 \ G}| = |{a ∈ A : µ′a ∈ H1 \ G}| and then,
µ′a ∈ H ′od ∪ S if µa ∈ Hod. Hence, if S = ∅, the proof is completed since this, by the above
conclusion, means that µ′a ∈ H ′od if µa ∈ Hod and, consequently, that Hpt

od ⊂ Hpt+1

od for all t ≥ t1.
But then Hpt

od = Hpt1

od , and there are no further prices increases, contradicting the assumption that
T =∞. To demonstrate that S = ∅, consider the set S and the state x′. Then it must be the case
that:

if µ′a 6∈ S then x′aPa(h, p
′) for all h ∈ S. (5)

This follows for all a with µa ∈ H1 by monotonicity, and for a with µ′a ∈ H
p′

od from the definition
of the set Hp′

od. Because condition (5) holds, there is a temporary state x′′ = (µ′′, p′′), satisfying
the conditions in Definition 10, with p′′ ∈ Πx and p′′ ≤ p′, p′′ 6= p′, and so close to p′ that for
all µ′a 6∈ S, x′′aPa(h, p′′) for all h ∈ S. Note that if µa ∈ Hp

od, then µ′a ∈ H
p′

od ∪ S, and, hence,
if also µ′a 6∈ S then x′′aPa(h, p

′′) for all h ∈ S. This also means that S is not over-demanded at
prices p′′, which contradicts that S ⊂ Hp′′

od = Hp
od. Hence, S = ∅, and the conclusion follows by

the above arguments.

Note next that Lemma 4 from the preceding Appendix is used in the proof of the next lemma and
that the former lemma is valid in economy E0. Because Lemma 5 considers a neighborhood of a
price vector p, the results for economy E0 extends to the more general economy E .

Lemma 5. For a given economy E where R ∈ R, and for each temporary state x = (µ, p), if
Hp
od is the over-demanded part of Hp at the price vector p in the subeconomy Ex and Hp

od 6= ∅,
then, in each neighborhood of p, there is a price vector p′ ∈ Πx such that p′h > ph for all h ∈ Hp

od

and Hp
od is the over-demanded part of Hp at the price vector p′.

Proof. Let Ex be the subeconomy in E defined by the temporary state x = (µ, p) and let Hp
od

be the over-demanded part of Hp. Further, let Hp
od = ∪J−1j=1H

p
j be defined by a PMOD sequence

(Hp
j )Jj=1 according to Definition 7, and recall that Hp

od 6= ∅ by assumption. The set Hp
1 is a

minimal over-demanded set in Ex by construction. But then it holds that xaPa(h, p) for all
h 6∈ Hp

1 ∪ (H \ Hp) for all agents a with µa ∈ Hp
1 . By applying Lemma 4 on the set H1, it is

possible to increase ph for all h ∈ Hp
1 by an arbitrarily small amount to obtain a price vector p′

such that Hp
1 is an over-demanded set in Ex at p′. Moreover, when p′ is “sufficiently close" to p,

all conditions in Definition 10 will be respected. Hence, p′ ∈ Πx.
The above procedure can be repeated by applying Lemma 4 to Hp

2 , and, again, the prices ph
for h ∈ Hp

2 can be increased by an arbitrary small amount, and a new price vector p′ ∈ Πx can
be obtained where p′ ≥ p and p′h > ph for h ∈ Hp

1 ∪ H
p
2 . By repeating this procedure a finite

number of times, a price vector p′ ∈ Πx such that p′h > ph for all h ∈ Hp
od will be obtained.
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Lemma 6. For a given economy E where R ∈ R̃, let x̃ = (µ̃, p̃) be a temporary state and
p ∈ ξ(x̃). Then there is an assignment µ such that x = (µ, p) is a temporary state.

Proof. Since x̃ = (µ̃, p̃) is a temporary state and p ∈ ξ(x̃), there is an assignment µ′ such that
the state x′ = (µ′, p) is priority respecting and ph = p

h
for all h ∈ H if h ∈ µ′0. If x = (µ′, p)

also is a temporary state, then the proof follows by setting µ = µ′. Suppose, therefore, in the
remaining part of the proof, that x = (µ′, p) is not a temporary state.

To complete the proof, it will be demonstrated that there always is a way to modify µ′ into
some other assignment µ such that x = (µ, p) is a temporary state. To make such modification,
recall that, by assumption, x̃ = (µ̃, p̃) is a temporary state while x = (µ′, p) is not. From the
definition of a temporary state (Definition 9), it then follows that the state x̃ is strongly priority
respecting, and that there is no improvement of µ̃ with a strongly priority respecting assignment
µ̂. Even if these two properties are satisfied at state x̃ = (µ̃, p̃), they are not necessarily satisfied
at state x = (µ′, p).

It is next demonstrated how the assignment µ′ can be modified step-by-step to obtain a
strongly priority respecting assignment while respecting the property that the price of an unas-
signed house always is at the lower price bound. Starting with the assignment µ′, a new assign-
ment µ′′ is defined such that µ′′a = µ′a for all but one agent called a′. The step from µ′ to µ′′ can
be taken in two different ways called (1) and (2). Let H ′ = {h ∈ H : ph = ph}.

(1) If there are agents a, a′ ∈ A, with πa′ > πa, and µ′a = µ′a′ ∈ H ′, and πa′ > πa for all
agents a with µ′a = µ′a′ , then define µ′′a′ according to:

(a) If there is h′ ∈ H ′ such that µa′′ = h′, with πa′ < πa′′ , and (h′, p)Ra′(h, p) for all
h ∈ H \H ′, let µ′′a′ = h′.

(b) If there is no h′ according to (a), let h′ ∈ H \H ′ and (h′, p) be a maximal alternative
according to preference Ra′ , and let µ′′a′ = h′.

(2) If there are agents a, a′ ∈ A such that µ′a = µ′a′ ∈ H \H ′ and xa′Ia′xa′′ , where πa′ < πa′′ ,

and µ′a′′ ∈ H ′, then let µ′′a′ = µ′a′′ .

Note now that the states x′ = (µ′, p) and x′′ = (µ′′, p) almost have the same properties; the
state x′′ = (µ′′, p) is priority respecting and for all h ∈ H, ph = p

h
if h ∈ µ′′0. However, if

ν ′h = min {πa : µ′a = h ∈ H ′} and ν ′′h = min {πa : µ′′a = h ∈ H ′} , then in (1), ν ′′h ≤ ν ′h with
some strict inequality. If ν ′h = max {πa : µ′a = h ∈ H ′} and ν ′′h = max {πa : µ′′a = h ∈ H ′} ,
then in (2), ν ′′h ≤ ν ′h with some strict inequality. This means that the step from x′ to x′′ can
be repeated only finitely many times. If (1) and (2) are applied as many times as possible, a
new assignment µ′′ is generated. This assignment is injective, strongly priority respecting, and
respects the property that the price of an unassigned house always is at the lower price bound.
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Suppose now that µ′ is a final assignment that is generated after the above iterations. If there
is no improvement of µ′ with a strongly priority respecting assignment µ′′, one can, again, set
µ = µ′ and the proof is complete. Suppose instead that there is an improvement of µ′, i.e., that
there is a trading cycle (aj)

k
j=1 from µ′ to a strongly priority respecting assignment µ′′. Suppose

first that the trading cycle is open. This also means that x′′aiPaix
′
ai

for some agent ai in the open
trading cycle and, consequently, that µ′′ai ∈ H ′. Let l be the largest such index, i.e., x′′alPalx

′
al

and x′′aiIaix
′
ai

for all l < i ≤ k. Such index exists since the trading cycle is open by assumption.
Now, pµ′′al = pµ′′al

and pµ′′ak = p
µ′′ak

since µ′′al ∈ H
′ and µ′′ak ∈ µ

′
0, respectively. But then houses

µ′′al and µ′′ak are connected by indifference, which contradicts that R ∈ R̃. Hence, the trading
cycle cannot be open.

Suppose now that the trading cycle is closed, and let µ′′ be an assignment where there are
no more possible improvements of µ′. Because all trading cycles are closed, it also follows that
ph = p

h
if h ∈ µ′′0 since ph = p

h
if h ∈ µ′0 by the above conclusions. But then x = (µ, p) is a

temporary state for µ = µ′′.

Lemma 7. For a given economy E where R ∈ R̃, let x = (µ, p) be a temporary state and
x′ = (µ′, p′) an RPE state. Then there is no house h ∈ H and two distinct agents a, a′ ∈ A such
that µa = µa′ = h and ph > p′h.

Proof. To obtain a contradiction, suppose there is a house h ∈ H and two distinct agents a, a′ ∈
A such that µa = µa′ = h and ph > p′h. To prove the result, it will, in a series of steps, be
demonstrated that there is a state x̃ = (µ̃, p) which is an improvement of x = (µ, p), contradicting
the assumption that x = (µ, p) is a temporary state.

Consider now a trading cycle (ai)
k
i=1 from µ to µ′ such that a1 = h and µ′ak ∈ µ0. Such a

trading cycle exists since µ′ is injective. Further, let:

S1 = {h ∈ H : p′h < ph} ,
S2 = {h ∈ H : p′h = ph} ∪ {0} ,
S3 = H \ (S1 ∪ S2).

From the assumption that µa = µa′ = h and ph > p′h, it is clear that S1 6= ∅ and that agents a and
a′ belong to the trading cycle (ai)

k
i=1. Next, the trading cycle will be decomposed into a number

of sequences of agents of the type (ai)
q
i=l for l ≥ 1 and q ≤ k.

1. Consider a sequence of agents (ai)
q
i=l where µai ∈ S1 for all l ≤ i ≤ q. Because x′ =

(µ′, p′) is an RPE state, µai ∈ S1, µ′ai 6= µai and ph > p′h, it follows that x′aiPaixai for all
l ≤ i ≤ q.

2. Consider now an agent ai in the sequence (ai)
k
i=1 with µai ∈ S1 and µ′ai = µai+1

/∈ S1.
Then µ′ai = µai+1

∈ S2. This follows because if µ′ai = µai+1
∈ S3, then xaiRai(µ

′
ai
, p)Pai(µ

′
ai
, p′)
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by monotonicity and the assumptions that µ′ai = µai+1
∈ S3 and x is a temporary state.

But xaiPaix
′
ai

is a contradiction to 1., in the above, since µai ∈ S1.

3. Let µal ∈ S1 and µai ∈ S2 for all l < i ≤ q, and µ′aq 6∈ S2. Then for all l < i ≤ q:

(i) x′aiPaixai , pµai+1
= pµai+1

and πai+1
< πai ,

(ii) x′aiIaixai and pµai+1
< pµai+1

, or;

(iii) x′aiRaixai and µ′ai ∈ S1 ∪ µ0.

Moreover, µ′aq ∈ S1 if µ′aq /∈ µ0. To see that these conclusions hold, note first that because
µal ∈ S1 and µ′al ∈ S2, it follows by monotonicity and x′alPalxal (i.e., 1. from the above)
that pµal+1

= pµal+1
, and, consequently, that πal+1

< πal since x is a temporary state. But
then x′al+1

Ral+1
xal+1

since x′ is an RPE state. If x′al+1
Pal+1

xal+1
, it must, by the same argu-

ments as in the above, be the case that pµal+2
= pµal+2

and πal+2
< πal+1

. If x′al+1
Ial+1

xal+1
,

it cannot be the case that pµal+2
= pµal+2

as this would mean that houses µal+1
and µal+2

are connected by indifference at profile R which contradicts the assumption that R ∈ R̃,
i.e., if x′al+1

Ial+1
xal+1

then pµal+2
< pµal+2

. By repeating the arguments it is clear that (i) or
(ii) holds for all l < i < q.

Finally, consider agent q and suppose that xaqPaqx′aq . This is equivalent to x′aq−1
Paqx

′
aq

since µ′aq−1
= µaq and µaq ∈ S2 by assumption. But then it must be the case that pµ′aq−1

=

pµaq = pµaq since x′ is an RPE state. But this contradicts that x′ is an RPE state as
πaq < πaq−1 by (i) in the above. Hence, x′aqRaqxaq . Now, it is clear that (iii) holds for
agent q. If µ′aq ∈ µ0, the conclusion follows directly, and if µ′aq /∈ S2 ∩ µ0, it follows from
monotonicity that µ′aq ∈ S1.

Consider again the trading cycle (ai)
k
i=1. Since µ′ak ∈ µ0 by assumption, there is a house h ∈ H

and two agents a, al ∈ A such that µa = µal = h and phl > p′hl . Moreover, from the above
decomposition of the trading cycle, it is clear that the index l can be chosen so that µal ∈ S1 and
µai ∈ S2 for all i > l. Consider now assignment µ̃ where µ̃ai = µ′ai for all i > l and µ̃a = µa
for the remaining agents a ∈ A. The state x̃ is a temporary state by, construction, and it is an
improvement of x = (µ, p). This contradicts the assumption that x is a temporary state.

Proposition 5. For a given economy E where R ∈ R̃, if (pt)Tt=1 is an English Price Sequence
and (xt)Tt=1 is a supporting sequence of temporary states, then xT = (µT , pT ) can be chosen to
be a rationing price equilibrium.

Proof. It needs to be demonstrated that xT = (µT , pT ) can be chosen so that conditions (i)–(iii)
of Definition 5 are satisfied.

For condition (i) of Definition 5 to be satisfied, it needs to be demonstrated that the state
xT can be chosen to be constrained efficient, i.e., that µT can be chosen to be feasible and
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that there is no improvement of µT by a feasible assignment µ′. To prove this, note first that
pT 6= pT−1 and pT+1 = pT , by Definition 11, as pT , by Proposition 4, is the finite endpoint
of (pt)Tt=1. But then there cannot be any over-demanded sets in HpT . This follows because if
HpT

od 6= ∅, then there is a price vector pT+1 6= pT where pT+1 ∈ ξ(xT ), by Lemma 5, and then a
temporary state xT+1 = (µT+1, pT+1) by Lemma 6. This is a contradiction to pT = pT+1. Since
there are no over-demanded sets at pT , the assignment µT can be chosen to be feasible (see Hall,
1935). Moreover, becauseHpT

od = ∅, the assignment µT cannot be improved by any other priority
respecting assignment µ′, by Definition 9(ii), as xT is a temporary state. But then the assignment
µT cannot be improved by any other feasible assignment µ′ by Definition 4. Hence, the state xT

can be chosen to be constrained efficient.
To see that xT also condition (ii) of Definition 5 is satisfied, recall that xT = (µT , pT ) is

a temporary state. Hence, µT is strongly priority respecting and, consequently, also priority
respecting. From Definitions 2(i) and 8(ii), it then follows that xTa′Pax

T
a implies that πa′ < πa

and, consequently, that µTa′ ∈ H \HpT and pT
µT
a′

= pT
µT
a′

. But then condition (ii) of Definition 5 is
satisfied.

Finally, condition (iii) of Definition 5 is satisfied since xT is a temporary state.

Theorem 1. For a given economy E where R ∈ R̃, if (pt)Tt=1 is an English Price Sequence, then
pT = p∗ where p∗ is the minimal RPE price vector.

Proof. Suppose that (pt)Tt=1 is an EPS and that R ∈ R̃. Let t be the largest index such that
pt ≤ p∗, and note that such index always exists as the starting point of the EPS is p1 = p and
p ≤ p∗. Consider next the temporary state xt = (µt, pt), and let Hpt

od ⊂ Hpt be the set of over-
demanded houses at prices pt in the subeconomy Ext . Note first that if Hpt

od = ∅, then pt = p∗

by construction, and the proof of the theorem follows from the construction of the EPS and
Proposition 5. Suppose, therefore, that Hpt

od 6= ∅. This assumption together with the definition
of the subeconomy Ext means that pth ≤ p∗h < pt+1

h for some h ∈ Hpt

od, and pth = pt+1
h ≤ p∗h for

all h ∈ H \ Hpt

od. But since pt+1 ∈ sup Πxt , there is also a temporary state x = (µ, p) in the
subeconomy Ext such that p ≤ pt+1 and p∗h < ph for all h ∈ Hpt

od with p∗h < pt+1
h .

Let (Hpt

od =) Hp
od = ∪J−1j=1Hj be the union of minimal over-demanded sets with respect to the

reduced demand as defined in Definition 7. The assignment µ can be chosen in various ways,
but, according to Proposition 1, in each minimal over-demanded set Hj and for any h ∈ Hj, the
assignment µ can be chosen so that there are two distinct agents, a and a′, such that µa = µa′ = h.

Since for some h ∈ Hp
od, ph > p∗h and µa = µa′ = h (by choice of the assignment µ), a

contradiction to Lemma 7 is obtained.

Theorem 2. If the reported demand sets dpta satisfy Monotonicity, Continuity, Demand ranking
and Non-emptiness for all t, then the demand sets dpta can be derived from some preference
relation Ra ∈ Ra.
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Proof. It will be demonstrated that, for any agent a ∈ A, the four conditions in the statement of
the theorem are sufficient to construct rational preferences Ra ∈ Ra represented by continuous
utility functions uah(p) where uah(p) denotes agent a’s utility of house h ∈ H ∪ {0} at prices ph
and, in addition, ua0(p) is a constant while for h 6= 0, uah(p) is strictly decreasing in ph.

A fixed but arbitrary agent a ∈ A is considered in the proof. Let also pt, for t ∈ [0, T ],
be a continuous and increasing price path of time t and let ṽta be a utility representation of the
assignment µta in the reported demand set dpta at time t. Then ṽta can be chosen to be a decreasing
(by monotonicity) and piecewise continuous (by continuity and demand ranking) function of t.
Along the price path, agent a is temporarily assigned different houses (possibly the null house)
and ṽta represents the utility of the particular house, µta, that agent a is assigned. At certain points
of time, say th, the price path may reach a price bound pth = ph, and if h ∈ dta then it may not
be possible to assign house h to agent a if there is another agent a′ with higher rank than agent
a (according to the priority-order) and h ∈ dta′ . But by the non-emptiness condition, there is
always another house h′ ∈ dta, h

′ = 0 or h′ ∈ Hpt , that can be assigned to agent a. This also
means that the utility function ṽta may have a discontinuity at time t = t.

To define a utility uah(p) of the bundle (h, ph), a utility vtah at time t for each house h ∈
H ∪ {0} is first defined. The utility uah(p) can then be derived from vtah as will be shown below.

In the remaining part of the proof, consider a fixed but arbitrary house h ∈ H∪{0}. If h ∈ H
and pt′h = ph for some t′ ≤ T, then let th ≤ T be the point of time where pth < ph if and only if
t < th. If pth < ph for all t ≤ T, then let th = T. Also let t0 = T. Moreover, let S be the set of
points of time where house h is indifferent, according to rpta , to the assigned house µta at time t,
i.e., S = {t ∈ [0, th] : h ∈ dpta and µtar

pt

a h}.
Since reported demand is continuous, the set S ∪ {th} is closed and, hence, the union of a

countable number of closed intervals. Consider four points of time, t1 ≤ t2 < t3 ≤ t4, and three
intervals, S ′ = [t1, t2], S

′′ = (t2, t3) and S ′′′ = [t3, t4] such that S ′ ∪ S ′′′ ⊂ S while S ′′ ∩ S = ∅.
For t ∈ S ′ ∪ S ′′′ let vtah = ṽta while for t ∈ S ′′ let vtah be any decreasing function of t such that:

(i) vtah < ṽta,

(ii) vtah is constant if and only if pth is constant, and;

(iii) limt→t2+ v
t
ah = ṽt2a and limt→t3− v

t
ah = ṽt3a .

Note that ṽt2a > ṽt3a . Since the set S ∪ {th} is partitioned into a countable number of sets of
types S ′, S ′′ and S ′′′ (the last S ′′′ may be half-closed, [t3, th)), the vtah function is defined for all
t ∈ [0, th] (with vthah = limt→th− v

t
ah). Note also that if h = 0, then S = S ′ = [t1, T ] or S = ∅. In

the first case let vtah = ṽt1a and in the second case let vtah = ṽTa − 1.

The entire time interval [0, T ] is partitioned into intervals of type S ′ and S ′′′, where house
h is indifferent to the assigned house µta to agent a according to the demand ranking rpa, and
intervals of type S ′′, where no house h is indifferent to a house assigned to agent a. In each of
these intervals, the function vtah is defined. Moreover, if t = 0 is not in an S ′-type interval, there
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is some S ′′-type interval with t2 = 0. Also in this case, the definition of vtah above is relevant
with v0ah = limt→0+ v

t
ah. The same is true for t ≥ th with vthah = limt→th+ v

t
ah. Note also that the

definition of vtah can be used even if S = ∅.
To define the utility function uah(p), note first that vtah is defined for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Hence,

for each bundle (h, ph), 0 ≤ ph ≤ pTh , the number vtah is well defined. Then let uah(p) = vtah,

where t is chosen so that pth = ph. For ph > pTh , uah(p) can be chosen arbitrarily such that it is
continuous and strictly decreasing in ph, and such that uah(pT ) = vTah.

From the construction of the utility function uah(p), it follows directly that it is a continuous
and strictly decreasing function of ph (for ph ≥ 0) and, hence, ua is a representation of ratio-
nal preferences Ra ∈ Ra. Moreover, from the construction of ua, it also follows that reported
demand dta is the same as demand Da(p

t) derived from preferences Ra.
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